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 Overview The company has a product line covering a range of solutions for schools, as well as publishing a range of eBooks for
both schools and students. Cloud9 Inc was an Australian IT start up that won the "Best of Startups" award by the Australian

Venture Capital and Private Equity Association (AVCPA). References Category:Software companies of Australia
Category:Companies based in Sydney Category:2015 establishments in Australia Category:Companies established in 2015Point,

local-scope property I've just been playing with this, and couldn't find any official reference to it... It seems that a local-scope
property definition is supported by ESE, as far as I know, in some Javascript engines (firefox, IE8). This is not true for instance

of IE7, and I'd guess it's not supported by IE8. The point I've been trying to make, is that the scope of the property is actually
global. When you set a local-scope property, the object itself is not automatically evaluated, so you are effectively creating a

global property, that is accessible in any scope of the current function, as long as it can be used as object. For instance, suppose
we have a simple object: function Test() { this.test = "something"; } If we use this object in a function, we'll have access to the
properties of this object, even outside the function: function Foo() Test.test = "something"; //... Foo(); console.log( Test.test );

However, if we use the same object in a different function, we won't have access to the object's properties: function Bar()
Test(); So, the point is that the local-scope object definition is a global definition that is possible in some engines. However, it's
not possible in IE8, and IE7. As a result, I'm guessing, that in IE7, local-scope properties are evaluated during the page load, and

then their scope is local to the function that is creating them. So the point I'm making is that they are fully accessible
everywhere, so if you don't want that, you have to create properties 82157476af
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